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ABSTRACT
The simulation with free surfaces is an important topic in the field of numerical flow simulations.
Such surfaces occur, e.g., in simulations of viscoelastic die swell or the sloshing in tanks. Methods
for the handling of such interfaces are generally categorized into two groups: interface tracking
and interface capturing [1].
Interface capturing requires the simulation on a – possibly fixed – mesh that encompasses the
interface along with the materials on both sides. In interface tracking methods, the mesh is
adjusted to follow the location of the interface. In the context of free-surface flows, interface
tracking has the advantage that it is sufficient to simulate the liquid alone, as long as the interface
conditions are known well enough.
One of the principal challenges in free-surface flow simulations is the deformation of the mesh
boundary in accordance with the no-penetration condition, such that no material is allowed
to enter or leave across the free-surface boundary. This condition only defines the boundary
movement in the normal direction, while arbitrary tangential movement remains possible.
Explicit update methods for the boundary are available for space-time finite-element simulations
with linear basis functions [2]. Our aim is to provide interface tracking methods that can be
used in conjunction with basis functions of arbitrary polynomial order, such as they are used in
Isogeometric Analysis. We propose several new methods for the boundary movement that are
based on variational formulations and investigate their suitability in terms of the fulfillment of
the no-penetration condition as well as the retention of sufficient mesh quality. We show the
results of the different methods for simple two-dimensional IGA simulations of a sloshing tank
and die swell.
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